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The Tech Nation Report has been the UK’s State of the
Nation report on tech since 2015. Each year we have
monitored the growth of the sector, and provided
information about opportunities and challenges.
In preparation for a post-Brexit world, the report this
year focuses on UK tech on the global stage. The
connectedness of our world-leading clusters means
that we can leverage strengths and support one
another across the country, in order to succeed
internationally.
Cluster information can be found on our website detailing the dynamics of our vibrant tech nation.
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deep dive on UK regions at: technation.io/report2019.
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The UK is a global tech powerhouse. I am immensely proud of our country’s
ambitious tech scaleups. These companies are delivering significant economic
value to the nation through the investment they raise, the jobs they create and the
innovative products and services they deliver.

The UK holds a pivotal role in the global tech sector. Ambitious tech entrepreneurs
across the country are more networked than ever, and they are accelerating growth
through international connections. This report presents UK tech on the global stage.

Not only does the digital tech sector make an essential contribution to the UK
economy, it positions our nation as an innovative leader. Local economies in our
towns and cities benefit from the international reach that our companies create,
and the global investment they attract. They are able to do this by harnessing the
world class talent the country offers, which allows them to take their UK products
and services global.
Clusters built around AI, machine learning, cyber security and fintech are supporting
growth, jobs and productivity in communities large and small. Ambitious people
are brought together from across the world by a passion for new technologies and
together become pioneers.

It shows that the UK is a critical hub in the global tech ecosystem and a strong
economic performer. An exploration of companies, communities and technologies
highlights the key elements in this era of global tech.
While tech investment was the highest in Europe in 2018, scaleup investment also hit
a record high, increasing by an astonishing 61% year-on-year. Nevertheless, there
is more to do to curate learning opportunities and create fertile ground for even
greater success in the future.

Backing the industries of the future is a key part of our modern industrial strategy
to build a more resilient economy. As Prime Minister, I want to see our tech sector
realise its extensive potential to boost communities and economies across the entire
nation, by pursuing truly global aspirations.

As global connections become ever more important for the health of our tech
economy, there is a responsibility for us to understand how we can best engage with
global collaborators, investors and partners. The UK is a shining light, and a nation
punching well above its weight in the world, so we need to keep these connections
close to mind on the scaling journey of our ambitious, high growth companies. This
report gives us the insight to progress, and should be seen as a true State of the
Nation, when it comes to UK tech, and its place in the world.

Every entrepreneur, every innovator and every employer in the tech sector and
beyond can help make this happen. Together, we can build a stronger and fairer
country. We can do this by ensuring that we continue to be a hub on the global
stage, and connected with our fellow innovators. Doing this will help us nurture this
Tech Nation, and build a flourishing ecosystem which brings us all together.

We would like to thank our Tech Nation community partners, various departments
across the UK Government but particularly the Department for Digital, Culture,
Media and Sport and the Department for International Trade, the World Economic
Forum and of course, our colleagues and the board at Tech Nation — a team we are
incredibly proud to be part of.

KEY STATISTICS
UK tech is punching above its weight

+61%

£6.3bn

Total venture capital investment in
UK tech in 2018 topped £6bn, more
than any other European country.

56%

Investment for UK scaleup
digital tech firms grew 61%
between 2017 and 2018.

The recent growth rate for
London tech scaleups at 56%
makes the cluster first in the
world for scaleup growth.

35%

35% of Europe and Israel’s 169
unicorn tech companies have
been created in the UK.

2.5x

Scaleup tech investment was
2.5x higher than expected
based on the relative size of
the UK economy.

6x

Investment in AI grew almost
sixfold from 2014 to 2018.

4th

With £5bn of scaleup
investment, the UK ranks
fourth in the world, after
the US, China and India.

80%

Ambitious scaleups are
driving UK tech advantage tech scaleup deals delivered
the majority of all tech
investments in the UK in 2018
(£5bn of over £6bn).

1.0 GLOBAL TECH
PERFORMANCE

1.1 SCALEUP INVESTMENT
Total tech investment vs. scaleup
tech investment in 2018

With 80% of the UK’s £6.3bn of tech
investment being made into high-value
scaleup firms in 2018, we focus on this
dominant part of the tech economy.

£6.3bn

total UK tech investment

Which countries and global cities
are competing head to head for
tech investment?

£5bn

total UK scaleup tech investment

£6.3bn total UK tech investment
£5bn total UK scaleup tech investment
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1.1 SCALEUP INVESTMENT

1.1 SCALEUP INVESTMENT

UK scaleups’ strength in numbers

UK tech is twinning

The UK attracted 5% of global high-growth tech investment in 2018,
whilst UK GDP as a whole makes up 2.2% of the global economy.

Cities and clusters in the UK are competing for
scaleup investment on the global stage. Here are
their global peers.

Total deals by country (2015-2018)
United States

Clusters are matched based on the investment
that companies based there have received over
the last five years. We looked at the investment
trajectories of these clusters, and paired them
with where showed similar dynamics.

China

Source: Tech Nation 2019; Pitchbook

India
United Kingdom
Sweden
Germany
South Korea
France
Australia
Brazil

Total deals $000,000s (2015-2018) - Source: Tech Nation 2019; Pitchbook

High-growth digital firms are delivering massive value
for the UK. Deals in these companies make up 80% of
all tech investments in the country.
UK high-growth scaleups received record levels of
investment in 2018. In the UK, investment in highgrowth digital tech firms was up by 61% from 2017 - to
just under £5bn.
The UK’s strongest sector, in which it also leads the
world, is fintech, with investment in UK high-growth
fintech firms topping £4.5bn between 2015 and 2018.

with £9bn from 2015-18. Cambridge is second at
£583m, with other UK cities gaining ground.
Looking beyond high-growth tech companies, over
the last 12 years, distribution of investment has been
far more even. London accounts for 36% of UK tech
investment, while the South East attracts 30%, and
the East of England, 15%. The East of England has seen
the greatest increase in capital invested across all
tech companies, at 206%. London is second, with an
increase of 106% followed by the West Midlands (54%)
and Yorkshire and the Humber (51%).

London leads the UK in high-growth tech investment
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1.2 SCALEUP GROWTH

1.3 SCALEUP EMPLOYMENT

London’s scaling

The UK is a hotbed of tech talent

From late 2018 to present, London scaleup firms grew by over 56%,
more than anywhere else globally.

High-growth company average
8 week growth rate

Proportion of high-growth tech employment
by country (2015-2018)
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Second on the list, Lehi, Utah in the US – with an eightweek growth rate of 33% – has been transitioning
from an agricultural economy to a technological
economy. It is home to Micron’s microchip plant, Intel’s
headquarters, as well as offices of Adobe Systems,
Ancestry.com and Microsoft.
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Looking at high-growth tech companies by country,
we can see that growth rates vary little. Mexico leads
the field at an average of just over 2%, whilst the UK is
around the middle of the pack, with an average weekly
growth rate of 0.4%.

High-growth tech companies in the United States
employ nearly 35% of all high-growth tech workers
globally. The UK is sixth, with 5%, ahead of Japan,
France and Indonesia.
Globally, Ecommerce companies employed the largest
proportion of high-growth tech employees in 2018, at
27%, followed by Cyber security, SaaS and IoT.

In the UK, insurtech and fintech were the biggest
employers among high-growth digital tech firms in
2018, employing 24% and 18% of the high-growth
workforce respectively. The emergence of high-growth
fintech and insurtech, and the abundance of talent,
are perhaps unsurprising given the UK’s historic
strength in Financial Services.
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1.4 INNOVATION

2.0 PEOPLE
IN TECH

R&D is a global priority
Spending on innovation is on the rise in the UK,
but still lags behind the global field.

Domestic R&D expenditure, % of GDP
There is a correlation between
countries that spend more on
research and development (R&D),
and the productivity of digital tech
firms. Therefore, the UK must look
to global counterparts to gauge
whether it is optimising its R&D
spend.
The global leaders for R&D
expenditure as a proportion of Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) are Israel,
South Korea and Sweden.
In the UK, business and government
have put significant financial
resources towards the development
of a knowledge-based economy.
Based on the most recent data from
2016, the UK was ranked 7th globally
for R&D expenditure, with spending
up £1.4bn to £33.1bn.
However, total R&D expenditure in
the UK in 2016 represented 1.67% of
GDP, remaining below the European
Union (EU28) provisional estimate of
2%. The UK is therefore performing
slightly below competitor nations in
Europe, and lags considerably behind
the OECD field.
Funding of UK R&D from overseas fell
for the second year running, and in
2016 was 7% lower than the all-time
high reached in 2014 of £5.6bn.

Online and offline collaboration is fuelling
innovation. Using data from Meetup.com, we
look at the trends of informal in-person meetup
groups on tech topics, and use data from
digital platform GitHub to see how technical
innovators are working together on crossborder digital projects and solutions.

ISR
KOR
SWE
TWN
JPN
AUT
DEU
DNK
FIN
USA
BEL
OECD
FRA
CHN
ISL
NLD
NOR
SVN
EU28
UK

Value - Source: Tech Nation 2019; OECD 2018
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In innovation, collaboration is king. Do you live
in a city that has a collaborative culture?

2.1 MEETUPS

2.1 MEETUPS

There are over 58,000 tech meetup
groups around the world

Tech meetup interests vary
across the globe

When we combine meetup groups, based on the topics
that are used to describe them, we find that software
development is the main topic of discussion across the
world, with some geographical variation.

Worldwide meetup member distribution by topic

In Bangalore, 31% of the
meetup members were
involved in Data Science.

In Berlin, 25% of the
meetup attendees
were interested in
activities related to
entrepreneurship.

Meetup topic popularity in the 10 biggest meetup cities

Sao Paulo

Source: Tech Nation 2019; Meetup.com 2018
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Source: Tech Nation 2019; Meetup.com 2018
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2.1 MEETUPS
Mapping meetup culture, from
Manchester to Mountain View
Source: Tech Nation 2019; Meetup.com 2018

2.1 MEETUPS
The meetup density ratio of
Manchester is 14%, suggesting
that there are roughly 14 meetup
members involved in tech groups
for every 100 Mancunians.
In Mountain View, United States,
the meetup density ratio is 250%,
meaning every person in the city
would be involved in an average of
two or three tech meetups.

City meetup density ratio (see explanation above)
United States
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Mountain View (250%), San Francisco (123%), Atlanta (42%),
Washington (42%), Seattle (41%), Los Angeles (37%),
Austin (23%), New York (15%), Chicago (12%)

United Kingdom

Manchester (14%), Cambridge (14%), London (13%), Belfast (8%),
Bristol/Bath (5%), Newcastle (4%), Reading (3%), Edinburgh/
Glasgow (3%), Birmingham (2%), Leeds/Sheffield (2%), Cardiff (1%)

Germany

Munich (13%), Berlin (12%)

Canada

Waterloo (11%)

France

Paris (22%)

Israel

Tel Aviv-Yafo (90%), Herzeliyya (18%)

Netherlands

Amsterdam (36%), Utrecht (12%)

Sweden

Stockholm (11%)

Switzerland

Zürich (25%), Zug (19%), Geneva (13%), Lausanne (12%)

New Zealand

Auckland (23%), Wellington (10%)

Ireland

Dublin (11%)

Meetup activity gives us
a glimpse into the future
Source: Tech Nation 2019; Meetup.com 2018

Most countries have very
similar meetup cluster
ratios to other nations,
as if they are chasing the
same goals. However,
cities show meetup
membership skewed
towards certain clusters.

This suggests that the
technology market
on a global level is
competitive rather than
collaborative, whereas
cities in individual
nations are diversifying
collaboratively in order to
achieve common goals.

There are exceptions,
however. Some countries
are betting heavily on
Software Development
(Poland, Sweden, Colombia
and Mexico), others are
focusing on Data Science
(India and Singapore) or
Cryptocurrency (South
Korea).
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2.2 ONLINE COLLABORATION
AND DEVELOPMENT
Cross-border developer collaboration
underpins innovation
While meetups facilitate face-to-face
collaboration, increasingly collective
innovation is taking place online, through
digital platforms such as GitHub.
GitHub is an online platform for developers,
inspired by the way developers work. It
allows people to host and review code,
manage projects, and build software
alongside 31 million peers. The people that
use GitHub tend to be technically focused,
and therefore differ from those people that
attend meetups.
This section focuses on GitHub community
activity across the top 30 GitHub nations.
We found that DevOps (Cloud) was the most
active topic of collaboration, followed by
front-end development. These are quite
different from the meetup analysis findings,
where the DevOps (Cloud) cluster made up
only 8% of the total meetup membership
population.
Data Science consisted of 10% of the total
attention from the top 30 nations compared
to 18% membership in the Data Science
meetups.
The general trend of the top 30 nations
on GitHub was not too dissimilar to that
of worldwide membership distribution on
Meetup, except for DevOps; developers in
the DevOps (Cloud) cluster seem to be more
collaborative on GitHub (i.e. online) than on
Meetup (offline).

2.2 ONLINE COLLABORATION
AND DEVELOPMENT
On GitHub we find that developers from the United
States are dominating the digital conversation,
with 24,580 authors. 6,281 GitHub authors are from
Germany, 5,501 from the United Kingdom, 3,780 from
France, and 3,286 from China.

Top developer discussion
topics globally

DevOps
(Cloud)
25%

When we compare developers’ attention by nation, we
find subtle but considerable differences. For example,
we can see that all nations have a relatively high
concentration of DevOps (Cloud) activity whilst France
and the Netherlands are back-end specialists, and the
UK focuses on front-end and OS/OS tools.

Front-end

Developer interests in the top 10 nations based on GitHub activity
20%

Mobile

DevOps (Cloud)

US

UK

FRN

CHN

CAN

RUS

NLD

JPN

AUS

Sao Paulo

Front-end

30%

25%

OS/OS tools
15%

Mobile
20%

Game Dev

OS/OS tools
15%

10%

Game Dev

Data Science

10%

Data Science

Back-end

Back-end

5%

5%
US
Total - Source: Tech Nation 2019; GitHub 2018
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GER

DEU

UK

FRA

CHN

CAN

RUS

NLD

JPN

AUS

Total - Source: Tech Nation 2019; GitHub 2018
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2.3 CONSUMER
PERCEPTIONS IN TECH
5,371 tech-savvy participants told us
what technology means to them
We asked survey participants across 9 core markets to share
their top-of-mind associations with technology: what they
understand by it, how they use it, what impact it has on
their lives, and which countries and companies they feel are
synonymous with technological advancement.

2.3 CONSUMER
PERCEPTIONS IN TECH
The markets surveyed were:
Brazil
France
Germany
India
Russia

The association of smartphones and PCs with technology
is perhaps unsurprising, yet for everyday technology to do
social good, there is work to be done to raise awareness of the
pervasive positive impacts of UK tech scaleups.
Tech Nation’s recent report on Tech for Social Good, showed the
balance between profit and purpose is having a high impact on
the environment, communities, cities, society and healthcare.

“ Like it or not,
it’s part of my
everyday life ”

South Africa
Turkey

What does technology
mean to you?
Simplifies life/tasks
Progress/innovation

UK
US

All
UK

What do you most associate
with technology?
Smartphones
PCs/laptops

Specific devices/gadgets

Internet/communication

Human advancement/future

Devices & gadgets

A necessity

Progress/knowledge/science

Saves time/more efficient

Apps & software

Communication/access & exchange of information

Ease/simplicity

Humans creating new tools & resources

Everyday life

Application of knowledge/science/research

Automation/robots/self driving cars

Improvements/benefits

Connected devices (e.g. smart watches)

Modernity/21st century/the world we live in

Social media

Electricity powered/electronics

Machine learning/artificial intelligence

Being connected/closer to others

Gaming

Digital media/technology

Data/data management

Entertainment

Security/cyber security

Source: Tech Nation 2019; Streetbees 2019
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All
UK

Source: Tech Nation 2019; Streetbees 2019
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I trust the technology
I use in my life.

“ Because so
far it seems to
be beneficial ”

Despite much talk
and column-inches
of technological
distrust, consumers
on the whole do not
share those feelings,
with over 83% of
global respondents
confirming that they
trust the technology
that they use in their
day-to-day lives.

43% Strongly agree
40% Slightly agree
8% Neither agree nor disagree
6% Slightly disagree
3% Strongly disagree
Source: Tech Nation 2019; Streetbees 2019
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3.0 EMERGING
TECHNOLOGY
From AI and Data Science to
Cryptocurrency and VR - what
are the future trends of global
tech growth?

3.1 EMERGING SPECIALISATION
IN GLOBAL TECH ECOSYSTEMS

3.1 EMERGING SPECIALISATION
IN GLOBAL TECH ECOSYSTEMS

Emerging tech is on trend
UK emerging scaleup tech growth rates

Tech nations have unique ‘tech scaleup DNA’ profiles.
Emerging technologies are growing at different rates, and
becoming new ecosystem drivers.
1.5

Innovation underpins the emergence of these tech areas,
and scaleups are taking the lead in the use and adoption of
technologies in the UK.
Take a look at UK emerging tech, and see how the country
performs against global peers at technation.io/report2019

Food and finance are on the rise
Looking at consumer and developer perceptions of emerging
tech by using data from Google Trends, we see some
interesting trends over the past 10 years.

Growth rate (%)

1

0.5

Peak VR hit in 2015, around the time of the releases of Oculus
VR, Samsung Gear VR and Google Cardboard. From then it has
taken a tumble.
Augmented Reality peaked in late 2012, which could be
related to the Google Glass announcement in
April 2012.

0

Cryptocurrency reached its peak interest in late 2017, closely
linked to market volatility and accompanying headlines.

TMT

SaaS

Robotics & Drones

Mobile

Real Estate Tech

Manufacturing

Marketing Tech

Internet of Things

InsurTech

Industries

HR Tech

Impact Investing

HealthyTech

Gaming

FoodTech

EdTech

FinTech

Ecommerce

Digital Health

CleanTech

Cybersecurity

Big Data

B2B Payments

AgTech

AI & Machine Learning

The term ‘AI’ is now ubiquitous in the global tech media.
43% of online tech media mentions AI, yet only 5.3% of
tech meetups relate to AI, and only 3.2% high-growth tech
companies are developing AI.

-.05

AdTech

AI has been a hot tech topic for longer than we imagined, with
the hype peaking in late 2011, possibly related to IBM’s Watson
computer winning the Jeopardy TV game show.

Source: Tech Nation 2019; Pitchbook 2019
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3.2 KNOWLEDGE, EMERGING
TECH AND COLLABORATION

3.2 KNOWLEDGE, EMERGING
TECH AND COLLABORATION

The next big tech: Data Science
Data Science and Front-end are on the rise
In order to map emerging
trends in technology, we
can use as a proxy the
changing topics of interest
for developers by analysing
data from 2008 to 2018 on
Stack Overflow, a technical
collaboration platform that
allows users to ask and
answer questions about a
range of topics related to tech
and development.

Topics related to front-end
development generated most
of the questions between
2013 and 2017, with front-end
development overall proving
the hottest topic of discussion,
accounting for 20.5% of
conversation.

Most importantly, the Data
Science cluster is taking the
centre of the emerging tech
stage; it has generated more
and more questions each year.

2018

15%

2017

Developers were mostly
interested in C++ and C# in
2008, when Stack Overflow
was founded. However, the
dominance of C++ and C#
diminished consistently, as
Android, Data Science and
Front-end Development
clusters started gaining
popularity.

2016

2015

10%

2014

2013

The findings suggest that
Data Science is the emerging
tech to watch out for. Other
clusters may not create new
trends, but that does not
necessarily mean that they
are fading tech.

2012

2011
5%
2010

It is possible that, in those
non-trending clusters on
Stack Overflow, many crucial
questions have been already
dealt with, and therefore the
lack of new questions may
simply mean that the fields
have matured.

2009

2008

C++

Android

Back-end

Data
Science

Java

Front-end

C#

iOS

Source: Tech Nation 2019; Stack Overflow 2019
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RECOMMENDATIONS

DATA PARTNERS
& ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Open the UK to international
collaboration and investment

Champion future UK
tech leaders

We have a responsibility to make the UK the best,
and easiest place for global investors, companies
and people to locate here, or plug into the vibrant
ecosystem across our towns and cities.

Successful scaleup entrepreneurs are responsible
for leadership, and driving high growth of their
companies - which has a massive economic
impact on the UK. However, we must not fail to
recognise the teams of world-leading companies,
and the roles they play in building the solutions
that are changing the way we live, work and
engage with each other. Therefore, we commit to
shedding light on the jobs and skills in demand
now, and informing stakeholders across the UK
about the opportunities in digital tech.

By opening up information on the rich mix of
tech startup and scaleup activities here, through
this report - and the cluster pages from our
Entrepreneur Engagement Managers, alongside
our forthcoming Open Ecosystem Map with
Dealroom - we pledge to support the elevation of
the UK’s international journey.

Dive into global networks
There are a multitude of opportunities for
entrepreneurs, investors and government officials
to become embedded in international networks.
Whether they are focused on scaleup conditions,
investment, development or socialising.

In creating this report, the Tech Nation Insights team used
data from Companies House, Dealroom, GitHub, Meetup.com,
the OECD, Pitchbook, Stack Overflow, Streetbees and World
Economic Forum.
To find out more about the findings and the methodology used
in this report, visit technation.io/report2019

The people working in these companies now
also need to be championed. Alongside the UK
government, and the Digital Economy Council we will be putting these people centre stage, to
inform, educate and inspire the next generation
of tech leaders.

The reasons that stakeholders should commit
to these opportunities are clear. The benefits of
effective bridge-building have been articulated in
this report. The positive impacts on productivity,
innovation and growth can be captured.
The Tech Nation team that worked on this report includes:
Amy Irish, Angela Logan, Anne Marie Nicholls, Bien King, Diana Akanho,
Dominic D’Arcy, Eoin Marsh, Francesca Cahill, Gary Davidson, George Windsor,
Georgina Hardy, Gino Brancazio, Jae Lee, Jamie Hardesty, Jem Henderson,
Kane Fulton, Lindy Pyrah, Liz Stevenson, Lucy Cousins, Maria Palmieri, Mo Aldalou,
Nadina Osmani, Naomi Watts, Orla Browne, Paul Abbott, Vicky Hunter
This report benefited greatly by feedback from Gerard Grech, Will
Miller, and support from all colleagues at Tech Nation.
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OUR BELIEF

HOW WE DO IT

By harnessing the power of digital entrepreneurs
today, we will secure a prosperous and open society for
tomorrow.

We do this through a range of activities.
Growth & sector programmes
Tailored to each stage of your business cycle.

WHO WE ARE
We are the UK network for ambitious tech entrepreneurs.
OUR VISION
To make the UK the best place to imagine, start and grow
a digital business.
OUR MISSION
To empower ambitious tech entrepreneurs to grow faster
through knowledge and connections; to build a UK
economy fit for the next generation.
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Digital entrepreneurship skills
Our Digital Business Academy and Tech Immersion
programmes will help you and your team upskill.
Visa scheme
Access to Tier 1 visas to bring exceptional tech talent to
the UK.
Championing UK digital
Through data, case studies, events and media.
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We’re keen to work with partners in ways that create
value and drive real impact for your business and for
fast-growth companies.
WAYS TO GET INVOLVED:
Book a deep dive into tech for your team with an
Immersion session.
Join our corporate programme designed to help
corporates stay ahead via research and connections.
Work with us to drive your innovation strategy.
Commission a report.
Sponsor an existing report or one of our events.
Become a partner on our growth programmes.
Work on a collaborative project, we’re open to ideas.
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We would like to thank:
The Department for Digital, Culture, Media
and Sport, World Economic Forum and
The Department for International Trade.

